
Spill zoneSpill zone
by Scott Westerfeld
When a disaster destroys her city, ends her parents' lives and leaves
her sister badly scarred, Addison earns money by taking
photographs of the devastation for high-paying art collectors,
including an eccentric patron who offers a million dollars for a life-
risking image.

Last pickLast pick
by Jason Walz
In a world where aliens have taken over Earth, abducted every
human they deemed useful, and abandoned the rest, twins Sam
and Wyatt struggle to start a revolution of the unwanteds.

The SelectionThe Selection
by Kiera Cass
America Singer is chosen to compete in the Selection--a contest to
see which girl can win the heart of Illea's prince--but all she really
wants is a chance for a future with her secret love, Aspen, who is a

caste below her.

The roar*The roar*
by Emma Clayton
In a world where all signs of nature have been obliterated and a
wall keeps out plague-ridden animals, Mika refuses to believe that
his twin sister was killed after being abducted, and continues to
search for her in spite of the danger.
*Middle grade book
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LegendLegend
by Marie Lu
In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring
nations, fifteen-year-olds Day, a famous criminal, and June, the
brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that they have a
common enemy.

SanctuarySanctuary
by Paola Mendoza
In 2032, when sixteen-year-old Vali's mother is detained by the
Deportation Forces, Vali must flee Vermont with her little brother,
Ernie, hoping to reach their tía Luna in the sanctuary state of
California.

War girlsWar girls
by Tochi Onyebuchi
In 2172, when much of the world is unlivable, sisters Onyii and Ify
dream of escaping war-torn Nigeria and finding a better future
together but are, instead, torn apart.

CinderCinder
by Marissa Meyer
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless
lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes
involved with handsome Prince Kai and must uncover secrets about
her past in order to protect the world in this futuristic take on the
Cinderella story.

We set the dark on fireWe set the dark on fire
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
When she is asked to spy for a resistance group working to bring
equality to Medio, Daniela Vargas, a student at the Medio School for
Girls, questions everything she's worked for.

The city of Ember*The city of Ember*
by Jeanne DuPrau
In the year 241, twelve-year-old Lina trades jobs on Assignment Day
to be a Messenger to run to new places in her decaying but beloved
city, perhaps even to glimpse Unknown Regions.
*Middle grade book

ScytheScythe
by Neal Shusterman
"A world with no hunger, no disease, no war, no misery: humanity
has conquered all those things, and has even conquered death.
Now Scythes are the only ones who can end life-and they are
commanded to do so, in order to keep the size of the population
under control. Citra and Rowan are chosen to apprentice to a

scythe-a role that neither wants. These teens must master the 'art' of taking life,
knowing that the consequence of failure could mean losing their own. Scythe is
the first novel of a thrilling newseries by National Book Award-winning author
Neal Shusterman in which Citra and Rowan learn that a perfect world comes only
with a heavy price"

*The giver*The giver
by Lois Lowry
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the
time when he will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his
selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who
reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade
*Middle grade book
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